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ABSTRACT 
In this study, Turkish is examined in terms of language typologies and the language opportunities to the user of 
Turkish. Moreover, the easy and difficult characteristics of Turkish are aimed to explore. While attempting to 
investigate, description and comparison methods were used and the typological features of Turkish were examined 
in terms of the theory of language richness and perfection. That a language is a magical and perfect system is widely 
acknowledged by thinkers and linguists. Another agreement among the linguists is that languages resemble each 
other through certain features, therefore some gene! ralizations can be established. Given the typical instances of 
agglutinative languages, Turkish is suggested as a developing language of science, education and art, according to 
“Language Perfection Criteria” and the arguments are thought to provide useful insights to Turkish learners, 
material designers, language researchers and practitioners. 
 
